Dear Patrons,

Here is one more good news from Globe Forex & Travels Ltd !!!

Globe Forex & Travels Ltd. has become ticket issuance agent for redBus which is one of the
largest Bus service chain in the world, at present the access given for domestic travel in India
only. There are very few agents who has been given such access and WE are one of them.
redBus has the largest network of bus operators in their list (350+ and growing) and very
satisfied customers. It was taken over by the Ibibo Group, a joint venture of South Africa's
Naspers and China's Tencent in June 2013.
redBus has a tie up with over 350 bus operators in India and most of them are proud owners of
a fleet of Volvo buses. Volvo bus timings and Volvo bus price varies for different operators.
Volvo buses have become synonymous with comfort in inter-city travel in India since the past
few years.
AC Buses provides wide range of facilities such as comfortable seats, water bottles etc to its
customers. redBus has wide range of choices across different operators for AC Buses.AC Bus
Reservation becomes very easy with us. We recommend traveling by AC Buses. It’s a
technologically advanced bus and therefore spells more comfort for passengers.

redBus Advantages






Bus ticket booking online/through authorized agent or over IVR through our call centers
Book Volvo bus tickets with over 700 bus travel operators
Online ticket booking for over 12000+ routes across India
Return bus tickets reservation
Read bus reviews submitted by passengers

Volvo Bus Types
There are various types of Volvo buses with the B7R being the most common. These are the 35-40 seater Volvo
buses. The latest launch from Volvo is the B9R. These are also called the new multi-axle Volvo. These buses are
longer and can seat about 10 passengers more than the B7R. We recommend traveling by this bus. It’s a
technologically advanced bus and therefore spells more comfort for passengers.

AC Bus Services
There are a total of 350 bus operators in India and most of them own fleet of AC Buses. Different operators operate
AC bus at different timings and have a wide range of AC bus Fare. AC Buses have become extremely popular all
over India covering most of the towns and cities. For details – pls. contact Globe Travels travel Counselor.

How to book redBus ?
It is very simple, you just contact the respective travel counselor of Globe Forex &
Travels Ltd in your locations and make queries on Bus type, availability, timings,
fares etc. and you will get details very soon with various options. redBus network
is connected with us and it is purely online mechanism.
There is no additional or hidden cost involved… whatever the fare, you need to
pay the same (only GST will be applicable)
We will share the various routes under redBus network…. Please wait for
our next updates…..

